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Description:

This 10th-anniversary edition of Bruce Lipton’s best-selling book The Biology of Belief has been
updated to bolster the book’s central premise with the latest scientific discoveries—and there have

http://red.wutf.space/books2/?id=8193&m=Top_2010_2017&d=20-10-07


been a lot in the last decade.
The Biology of Belief is a groundbreaking work in the field of new biology. Former medical school
professor and research scientist Bruce H. Lipton, Ph.D., presents his experiments, and those of other
leading-edge scientists, which examine in great detail the mechanisms by which cells receive and
process information. The implications of this research radically change our understanding of life,
showing that genes and DNA do not control our biology; instead, DNA is controlled by signals from
outside the cell, including the energetic messages emanating from our positive and negative
thoughts. This profoundly hopeful synthesis of the latest and best research in cell biology and
quantum physics has been hailed as a major breakthrough, showing that our bodies can be changed
as we retrain our thinking.
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